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OUR SCHOOL VISION 
 

Empowering our community of learners to confidently meet the challenges of the 
21st century. 

 
  MISSION STATEMENT  
 

Pupils sharing, caring, learning and achieving. 
 

(a) Sharing and Caring 
To provide an environment which encourages the growth of self-esteem, 
respect and responsibility. 
 
(b) Learning and Achieving 
To provide a quality learning environment and a balanced curriculum that will 
promote high standards of achievement. 
 
(c) Community 
To strengthen our partnership with the community in a way that encourages 
meaningful support, participation and communication. 
 
(d) Physical Environment 
To improve the environment and resources of the school community to 
enhance learning. 
 
PRIORITIES FOR OUR SCHOOL 
Maori: Through consultation and review this year our vision and mission 
statement will be modified so that it reflects our priority is for the 
wellbeing and achievement of Maori students in our school. Opaheke has a 
significant Maori population, 26%, and these students are identified and 
supported. Maori students are identified as a priority in our strategic plan, 
achievement targets and annual plan.  
 
Pasifika: Through consultation and review this year our vision and mission 
statement will be modified so that it reflects our priority is for the 
wellbeing and achievement of Pasifika students in our school. 11% of our 
students are Pasifika and these students are identified and supported. 
Pasifika students are identified as a priority in our strategic plan, 
achievement targets and annual plan. 
 
Special Needs: Approximately 5% of our students are special needs. The 
school is welcoming and supportive of students with special needs. These 
students are identified early and programmes of support, including IEPs are 
put in place to help these students achieve. Opaheke has no ORS students. 
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CORE VALUES FOR OUR SCHOOL (STAR) 

  Striving for Excellence 

  Teamwork 

  Achieving Personal Best 

  Respect for Self and Others 

 

OPAHEKE SCHOOL’S FIVE STUDENT LEARNING DISPOSITIONS 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Self Regulator Thinker Innovator 

Challenge Taker Collaborator 
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THE LEARNING CLIMB 

The student learning journey at Opaheke School is represented by climbing a mountain. 
Each student belongs to a mountain based on his or her class and year. A common language 
is used to describe the challenge of climbing the mountain just as we are faced with 
challenges in our learning. There is not always one clear route to climb the mountain, but 
many routes. Often we may need to back track or we may stumble or get stuck. We may 
also need the assistance of a fellow climber or mountain guide. However, the summit is 
always clearly in sight and is the main goal. 
Students begin to understand that they need to use the Learning Dispositions; the 
characteristics of a good learner at Opaheke School, in order to achieve a learning challenge. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CONCEPT:  
I am ready to make my first 

attempt at learning something 

new. 

 CHALLENGE: 
It isn’t as easy as I 
thought. I keep finding 
problems with my first 
answer/ first attempt. 
Maybe it’s not as easy as I 
thought.  

Congratulations: You 

are now on the learning 

climb up the mountain.  

COGNITIVE CONFLICT:  
There are so many things to 

consider. It’s confusing! I feel 

like giving up but I won’t. 

CONSTRUCT: 
I’m starting to make sense of it all. 

It feels great to have a better 

answer/ solution/idea. It’s starting 

to make sense to me  but I’m still 

having to work hard at it.   

CONSIDER: 
This is where I reflect and 
think about my thinking. 
What did I learn climbing 
the mountain? How can I 
apply this learning to 
other contexts? What 
could I do differently for 
an even better outcome?  
What will my next 
challenge be?  

  

EUREKA!  
Wow! That was 

great! Now I feel 

like I understand 

it. I can do this.  

Congratulations: You have 

conquered one more 

challenge and are ready to 

begin the next. 
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MĀORI DIMENSIONS AND CULTURAL DIVERSITY 

The school implements programmes which recognise and value the school’s multi-cultural 
community. Students are encouraged to value each other’s culture. 
The School recognises the need to integrate aspects of Te Reo and Tikanga Māori into 
teaching and learning programmes.   Reasonable steps will be taken to provide instruction in 
Te Reo Māori to full time students whose parents request it, either via present staff, 
community resource people or through dual enrolment at the Correspondence School 
 

OVERALL TEACHER JUDGEMENTS OVER TIME– GAP GRAPHS 
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Opaheke School                                       STRATEGIC PLAN 2019 - 2021 
Strategic Goals Core Strategies for Achieving Goals 2019 - 2021 

Student Learning 

Improve outcomes for 
all students, particularly 
Māori, Pasifika, and 
children with special 
needs. 
 
Accelerate progress of 
students performing 
below expectations. 
 
Reduce gap between 
Maori, Pasifika, and NZ-
European 

Strengthen teacher pedagogical knowledge. A focus on support of progress and achievement of 
school priority students. 
 

School Transformation through innovative, proven research based practices gained through 
professional learning locally and further afield. 
 

Review Visible Learning and Digital Technologies action plan and identify the next steps to inform 
plans for professional development to enhance teacher practice. Embedding a shared 
understanding of curriculum using the BPPs. 
 

Enhance student agency – the students ability to talk about and make decisions about their 
learning and knowing the next steps. Regular reference to the Opaheke School Dispositions and the 
Learning Climb. Student Led Conferences and 3-Way conference. 
Student Voice.  
 

Teachers regularly tracking progress of priority students through analysis of standardised and non-
standardised data. 
Refine tracking system for priority students – collating all aspects of assessments and support. 
Close monitoring of progress. 
Teachers and leaders analyse and act on effect sizes. 
 

Strengthen Student Inquiry model. 
 

Culturally responsive and relational pedagogy is strengthened. Priority for Maori and Pasifika. Te 
Tataiako, Ka Hikitia and Tapasa are key tools and are shared with staff. 
 

Enhance GATE programme by researching new and innovative practices. 
 

Further develop formative assessment practices in writing, reading and maths to ensure 
consistency and rigor across the school. 
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Further enhance collaborative teaching practices in FLEs and single cell. 
 

Learners are using digital technology to enhance their learning. Receiving and giving feedback on 
their learning. Develop parent education sessions in the use of digital technologies.  
Review new e-Learning Curriculum Document 
 

Close learning partnerships with the parent community, particularly parents of Maori, Pasifika and 
Special Needs students 
 

Special needs students are closely monitored with specific goals set at meeting when reviewing 
IEPs (individual Learning Plans).  
 

Students 

Engagement 

Improve Attendance 
particularly for priority 
students 

Monitoring absenteeism and truancy. Analyse by ethnicity and age. Look for patterns. Address 
issues with the implementation of initiatives. 
 

Initiatives to fall into one of five categories: 
A Engage students and parents 
B Recognise good and improved attendance 
C Provide personalised early outreach 
D Monitor attendance data and practice 
E Develop pragmatic response to barriers  

Wellbeing/Health 

and Safety 

Improve the wellbeing 
of students 
 
Improve the wellbeing 
of staff 
 
Staff will have a 
strength based mindset 

Implement Wellbeing action plan as a result of the Wellbeing survey 2018. 
 

UBRS plans are current for all students with behaviour management difficulties and these are 
shared amongst staff 
 

Review results of the Biennial Health Community Consultation (Next survey 2020) 
 

Ensure all in school are aware of all Health and Safety Policies in the school and are actively 
involved in the process of monitoring health and safety issues and hazards. 
 

Maintaining a safe, secure and clean school environment. 
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(as opposed to deficit 
mindset) 

 

Student Voice 

Personnel 

Staff to undertake 
professional learning to 
support the strategic 
goals and targets 
 
Professional learning 
will be of the highest  
calibre and 
transformational 
 
 

Teachers have one goal based around school wide targets or class targets (Y1, 2). One of these 
goals must be Teacher Inquiry. 
 

Teachers report to BOT through targets once per term.  
 

Promote high levels of staff performance by providing support and ongoing professional 
development. 
Implement an effective Induction Programme for new staff. 
 
Responsibility, Retention and Recruitment Units will be allocated to support goals of the strategic 
plan. 
 

The Board will support staff in their endeavours to advance their professional learning locally, 
nationally and internationally which will have an impact on student learning. 
 

Board of Trustees and school’s senior leaders maintain sound communications to ensure cohesive 
leadership continues. 
 

All staff, parents and students support PTA in activities planned to benefit all at school. 
 

Finance and Property 

Operate within Grants 
 
Modernise learning 
spaces as per 10 year 
plan 
 

Check monthly financial reports.  Aim to ensure school is in healthy financial state. 
 

Manage roll to increase to previous level. 
Review MOE property funding levels in response to increased students. 
Implement new 10 year and 5 year property plan. 
 

Respond to any increase in roll. 
Review MOE property funding levels in response to increased students. 
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Continually upgrade 
and beautify 
environment 
 
Ensure that property is 
safe for staff and 
students 

 

Year 2/3 and 3/4 of Property Plan. 

Self Review, Review 

of Charter and 

Consultation 

The Board meets its 
obligations in relation 
governance 
 
The Board with the 
support of the School 
Leaders set the 
direction of the school 
 
The Board will consult 
and engage with the 
community 
 
Student voice is integral 
to review Process 

To complete an annual update of the Opaheke School Charter by 1 March. 
Review new requirements of charter for 2019 
Review vision and mission to reflect changes in the school and the new direction the school is 
heading. 
 

Embed new MOE recommendations for reporting in a way that will meet the needs of our school 
community. 
 

The Board will use the annual work plans to ensure they are meeting their legal obligations. 
 

Review school using the school review schedule. 
Implement annual programme. 
 

Board to review ERO indicators and the school’s performance in relation to these. Implement 
recommendations from last ERO review. 
 

Review how the Tomorrows Schools review will impact on the Board and school. 
 

Provide an Analysis of Variance between school performance and goals set out in the School’s 
Charter. 
 

BOT to continue consulting its parent community on an ongoing basis. Maori each term and 
Pasifika consultation annually. Board to consider a school wide consultation on change of Board 
following election. 
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2019 ANNUAL SECTION:   ANNUAL TARGETS 2019 and IMPROVEMENT PLANS 

(% in brackets refer to current level at and above expectation) 

Target 1 Reading 
To increase the number of students who are reading at or above the expected level to 75% by the end 
of the year.  

a) Year 3 Maori Boys (44.4%) 

b) Year 4 Maori (60.0%) 

c) Year 5 NZE Girls (71.4%) 

d) Year 6– All Maori Students (65.0%) 

 
Target 2 Writing 
To increase the number of Year 8 Boys (52.2%) who are writing at or above the expected level to 75% 
by the end of the year with a particular lens on the priority students - Year 8 Maori Boys (37.5%)   
 
Target 3 Mathematics 
To increase the number of all Year 7 Boys (68.4%) (with a lens on Maori Boys (37.5%) and NZ Pasifika 
Boys (60.0%) who are at or above the expected level in Mathematics to 75% by the end of the year. 
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Target 1 Reading 
To increase the number of students who are reading at or above the expected level to 75% by the end of the year.  

a) Year 3 Maori Boys (44.4) 

b) Year 4 Maori  (60.0%) 

c) Year 5 NZE Girls (71.4%) 

d) Year 6– All Maori Students (65.0%) 

 

i) Learner Dispositions 

• Self Regulator 

• Thinker 

• Innovator 

• Collaborator 

• Challenge Taker 

 

ii) Strategic Objectives 

• Accelerate the rate of progress of students identified above as underachieving 

• Accelerate the progress of Maori and Pasifika as school priority students 

• Professional Learning will be around Full school professional learning in Term 1 and 4 in Reading, Visible Learning (feedback strand), Culturally Responsive 

Pedagogy and Digital Technology. Personalised Learning in Term 2 and 3 in Reading Y1-4, Reading Y5-8, Feedback and Digital Technology.  

• Monitor student progress and achievement of school target students in reading 

• Report to the Board of Trustees on the progress and achievement of these students 

• These students will form either the teacher inquiry or goal, for the annual appraisal of teachers with target students in their class 
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iii) Analysis of Baseline Data indicates that: 

 

• The proportion of Maori boys after 2 years at the end of 2018 as being below the expected level in reading is 55.6% (5 students out of 9) 

Reading Year 3 

(Year 2 2018) 

Below At Above Total 

No % No % No % No 

All students 

Male 8 28.6 14 50.0 6 21.4 28 

Female 0 0 11 55.0 9 45.0 20 

Total 8 16.7 25 52.1 15 31.3 48 

Maori 

Male 5 55.6 2 22.2 2 22.2 9 

Female 0 0 4 57.1 3 42.9 7 

Total 5 31.3 6 37.5 5 31.3 16 

NZ/European 

Male 2 22.2 5 55.6 2 22.2 9 

Female 0 0 4 66.7 2 33.3 6 

Total 2 13.3 9 60.0 4 26.7 23 

 

• The proportion of Maori students in year 3 at the end of 2018 as being below the expected level in reading is 40.0% (8 students out of 20) 

Reading Year 4 

(Year 3 2018) 

Below At Above Total 

No % No % No % No 

All students 

Male 8 23.5 16 47.1 10 29.4 34 

Female 10 25.0 22 55.0 8 20.0 40 

Total 18 24.3 38 51.4 18 24.3 74 

Maori 

Male 3 42.9 3 42.9 1 14.3 7 

Female 5 38.5 6 46.2 2 15.4 13 

Total 8 40.0 9 45.0 3 15.0 20 

NZ/European 

Male 3 16.7 9 50.0 6 33.3 18 

Female 2 14.3 9 64.3 3 21.4 14 

Total 5 15.6 18 56.3 9 28.1 32 

https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=2011x1341x1352x1340x1526x2107x1351x1629x1498x1509x1380x1401x1399x1754x1405x1410x1544x2023x1433x1794x2020x1432x1443x1434x1446x2088x1633x1473x1478x1598x1488x1494x1810x1492x1904x1501x1505x1504x1703&sid=8425&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2016
https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=2011x2051x1342x1341x1352x1340x1526x2107x1339x1351x1990x1827x1629x1356x1357x1498x1363x1509x1383x1378x1381x1382x1380x1398x1486x1401x1397x1399x1754x1760x1405x1409x1410x1544x1595x1935x1906x1623x2023x1433x1512x1794x2020x1965x1417x1432x1439x1443x1451x1431x1434x1453x1440x1446x2088x1425x1441x1633x1428x1473x1476x1478x1474x1598x1688x1488x1494x1490x1810x2037x1492x1904x1973x1919x1647x1500x1501x1505x1504x1703&sid=8425&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2016
https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=1827x1398x1486x1623x1431x1440x1425x1474x2037x1919&sid=8425&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2016
https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=1526x2107x1498x1432x1446x2088x1473x1598x1488x1501x1703&sid=8425&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2016
https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=1526x2107x1827x1498x1398x1486x1623x1432x1431x1440x1446x2088x1425x1473x1474x1598x1488x2037x1919x1501x1703&sid=8425&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2016
https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=2051x1342x1339x1990x1356x1357x1378x1381x1382x1397x1760x1409x1935x1906x1417x1439x1451x1441x1688x1490x1973&sid=8425&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2016
https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=2011x1341x1340x1351x1509x1380x1399x1405x1410x1433x1443x1434x1633x1478x1494x1492x1904x1505x1504&sid=8425&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2016
https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=2011x2051x1342x1341x1340x1339x1351x1990x1356x1357x1509x1378x1381x1382x1380x1397x1399x1760x1405x1409x1410x1935x1906x1433x1417x1439x1443x1451x1434x1441x1633x1478x1688x1494x1490x1492x1904x1973x1505x1504&sid=8425&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2016
https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=2011x1341x1352x1340x1526x2107x1351x1629x1498x1509x1380x1401x1399x1754x1405x1410x1544x2023x1433x1794x2020x1432x1443x1434x1446x2088x1633x1473x1478x1598x1488x1494x1810x1492x1904x1501x1505x1504x1703&sid=8425&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2016
https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=2011x2051x1342x1341x1352x1340x1526x2107x1339x1351x1990x1827x1629x1356x1357x1498x1363x1509x1383x1378x1381x1382x1380x1398x1486x1401x1397x1399x1754x1760x1405x1409x1410x1544x1595x1935x1906x1623x2023x1433x1512x1794x2020x1965x1417x1432x1439x1443x1451x1431x1434x1453x1440x1446x2088x1425x1441x1633x1428x1473x1476x1478x1474x1598x1688x1488x1494x1490x1810x2037x1492x1904x1973x1919x1647x1500x1501x1505x1504x1703&sid=8425&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2016
https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=1827x1398x1486x1623x1431x1440x1425x1474x2037x1919&sid=8425&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2016
https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=1526x2107x1498x1432x1446x2088x1473x1598x1488x1501x1703&sid=8425&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2016
https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=1526x2107x1827x1498x1398x1486x1623x1432x1431x1440x1446x2088x1425x1473x1474x1598x1488x2037x1919x1501x1703&sid=8425&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2016
https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=2051x1342x1339x1990x1356x1357x1378x1381x1382x1397x1760x1409x1935x1906x1417x1439x1451x1441x1688x1490x1973&sid=8425&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2016
https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=2011x1341x1340x1351x1509x1380x1399x1405x1410x1433x1443x1434x1633x1478x1494x1492x1904x1505x1504&sid=8425&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2016
https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=2011x2051x1342x1341x1340x1339x1351x1990x1356x1357x1509x1378x1381x1382x1380x1397x1399x1760x1405x1409x1410x1935x1906x1433x1417x1439x1443x1451x1434x1441x1633x1478x1688x1494x1490x1492x1904x1973x1505x1504&sid=8425&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2016
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• The proportion NZ European girls in year 4 at the end of 2018 as being below the expected level in reading is 28.6% (4 students out of 14) 

Reading Year 5 

(Year 4 2018) 

Below At Above Total 

No % No % No % No 

All students 

Male 4 10.8 23 62.2 10 27.0 37 

Female 6 16.2 17 45.9 14 37.8 37 

Total 10 13.5 40 54.1 24 32.4 74 

NZ/European 

Male 2 11.8 11 64.7 4 23.5 17 

Female 4 28.6 3 21.4 7 50.0 14 

Total 6 19.4 14 45.2 11 35.5 31 

 

• All Maori students in year 5 at the end of 2018 as being below the expected level in reading is 36.4% (8 students out of 22) 

Reading Year 6 

(Year 5 2018) 

Below At Above Total 

No % No % No % No 

All students 

Male 8 26.7 15 50.0 7 23.3 30 

Female 20 37.7 23 43.4 10 18.9 53 

Total 28 33.7 38 45.8 17 20.5 83 

Maori 

Male 2 33.3 2 33.3 2 33.3 6 

Female 6 37.5 9 56.3 1 6.3 16 

Total 8 36.4 11 50.0 3 13.6 22 

NZ/European 

Male 4 30.8 7 53.8 2 15.4 13 

Female 7 33.3 9 42.0 5 23.8 21 

Total 11 32.4 16 47.1 7 20.6 34 

 

 

 

https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=2011x1341x1352x1340x1526x2107x1351x1629x1498x1509x1380x1401x1399x1754x1405x1410x1544x2023x1433x1794x2020x1432x1443x1434x1446x2088x1633x1473x1478x1598x1488x1494x1810x1492x1904x1501x1505x1504x1703&sid=8425&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2016
https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=2011x2051x1342x1341x1352x1340x1526x2107x1339x1351x1990x1827x1629x1356x1357x1498x1363x1509x1383x1378x1381x1382x1380x1398x1486x1401x1397x1399x1754x1760x1405x1409x1410x1544x1595x1935x1906x1623x2023x1433x1512x1794x2020x1965x1417x1432x1439x1443x1451x1431x1434x1453x1440x1446x2088x1425x1441x1633x1428x1473x1476x1478x1474x1598x1688x1488x1494x1490x1810x2037x1492x1904x1973x1919x1647x1500x1501x1505x1504x1703&sid=8425&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2016
https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=2051x1342x1339x1990x1356x1357x1378x1381x1382x1397x1760x1409x1935x1906x1417x1439x1451x1441x1688x1490x1973&sid=8425&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2016
https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=2011x1341x1340x1351x1509x1380x1399x1405x1410x1433x1443x1434x1633x1478x1494x1492x1904x1505x1504&sid=8425&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2016
https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=2011x2051x1342x1341x1340x1339x1351x1990x1356x1357x1509x1378x1381x1382x1380x1397x1399x1760x1405x1409x1410x1935x1906x1433x1417x1439x1443x1451x1434x1441x1633x1478x1688x1494x1490x1492x1904x1973x1505x1504&sid=8425&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2016
https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=2011x1341x1352x1340x1526x2107x1351x1629x1498x1509x1380x1401x1399x1754x1405x1410x1544x2023x1433x1794x2020x1432x1443x1434x1446x2088x1633x1473x1478x1598x1488x1494x1810x1492x1904x1501x1505x1504x1703&sid=8425&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2016
https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=2011x2051x1342x1341x1352x1340x1526x2107x1339x1351x1990x1827x1629x1356x1357x1498x1363x1509x1383x1378x1381x1382x1380x1398x1486x1401x1397x1399x1754x1760x1405x1409x1410x1544x1595x1935x1906x1623x2023x1433x1512x1794x2020x1965x1417x1432x1439x1443x1451x1431x1434x1453x1440x1446x2088x1425x1441x1633x1428x1473x1476x1478x1474x1598x1688x1488x1494x1490x1810x2037x1492x1904x1973x1919x1647x1500x1501x1505x1504x1703&sid=8425&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2016
https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=1827x1398x1486x1623x1431x1440x1425x1474x2037x1919&sid=8425&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2016
https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=1526x2107x1498x1432x1446x2088x1473x1598x1488x1501x1703&sid=8425&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2016
https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=1526x2107x1827x1498x1398x1486x1623x1432x1431x1440x1446x2088x1425x1473x1474x1598x1488x2037x1919x1501x1703&sid=8425&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2016
https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=2051x1342x1339x1990x1356x1357x1378x1381x1382x1397x1760x1409x1935x1906x1417x1439x1451x1441x1688x1490x1973&sid=8425&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2016
https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=2011x1341x1340x1351x1509x1380x1399x1405x1410x1433x1443x1434x1633x1478x1494x1492x1904x1505x1504&sid=8425&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2016
https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=2011x2051x1342x1341x1340x1339x1351x1990x1356x1357x1509x1378x1381x1382x1380x1397x1399x1760x1405x1409x1410x1935x1906x1433x1417x1439x1443x1451x1434x1441x1633x1478x1688x1494x1490x1492x1904x1973x1505x1504&sid=8425&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2016
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Planned Actions for TARGET 1 READING 2019 

Year 3 Maori Boys Rms 22, 23, 24, 25, 26 

Year 4 Maori Rms 21, 23, 24, 25, 26 

Year 5 NZE Girls Rms 5, 6, 7, 17 

Year 6– Maori Rms 4, 7, 8, 17 

Timing Responsibility Resourcing 

1.  Professional Learning 
• PAI Strategies 

• Visible Learning – Feedback (Full staff, team PLD and domain) 

• Culturally Responsive Pedagogy 

• Outside professional learning 

• Digital technology 

• New Strategies gained from opportunities to see other learning programmes – in and 

out of the school 

• Developing and extending Leadership capability 

• Use of experts within the school (observations) 

 

All Year All Teachers – Years 

3-6 

SLT 

Sean  

Feedback budgeted – Team 

released for full day. 

Reading – Full staff (T1,4) 

Reading PAI Y1-4 (Term 2, 3) 

Reading PAI Y5-8 (Term 2, 3) 

Digital tech – Budgeted 

Additional funding set aside 

in the professional learning 

budget for other items such 

as teacher release and 

teacher aides to attend 

courses. 

Georgina to attend Microsoft 

E2 Conference in Paris – April  

2.  Parent Partnerships 

•  Parents Evening 

• Innovative ways of connecting with parents 

• Outside granny support system to read with students 

• Making connections with the home – home reading 

1st half of 

the Year 

All Teachers – Years 

3-6 

 

Small amount of funding 

required from hospitality 
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3.  Improved Engagement 
• Focus on attendance 

• Relate material and tasks to interests, reading games 

• David Riley resources, James Russell 

• Buddy Reading, Tuakana/Teina 

• Develop reward system (eg milo morning) 

• The Learner Dispositions and Learning Climb is woven into all aspect of class 

• Breakfast Club 

• Providing links with the library and improved access to books 

All Year All Teachers – Years 

3-6 

Sean - Attendance 

To be confirmed what is 

required 

4.  Digital Technology 

• Effective and appropriate use of devices to support pedagogical practices e.g. digital 

modelling books, collaborative spaces, sharing learning with others, feedback 

• Sharing of Learning Intentions and Success criteria. The ability to go back and review. 

Making them visible 

• All target students will have improved access to a personal device 

 

All year All Teachers – Years 

3-6 

Nikkie 

Equity – Board funded 

devices issued to target 

students without devices. 

Replacement of equipment 

as required – in capital 

expenditure 

5.  Dose and density 

• Using all reading genres – reciprocal, read to, shared, guided, independent, circles 

• Reading mileage 

• Goal setting 

• Integrate across curriculum 

• Mixed ability grouping 

• Think alouds 

• Short and often 

• Explicit teaching of vocab and comprehension strategies 

• Rereading 

• Oral language emphasis 

All year All Teachers – Years 

3-6 

 

To be confirmed what is 

required 
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• Readers Theatre 

• Less ‘teacher talk’ 

• Links to reading and writing 

6. Teacher Aide Assistance 
• Working with students below expected 

• Teachers to share planning – LIs and SCs, with TAs 

• Allow teacher to spend more time with target students 

All Year All Teachers – Years 

3-6 

Brenda - Relievers 

Teacher Aide Budget – 

Provision for supporting 

teacher to meet targets 

7.  Access to Other Resources 
• Referrals to RTlit/RTLB 

• Teachers to share planning  

• Rainbow Reading 

• ESOL resourcing 

• Steps – Dyslexia tendencies – ID students 

• Facets of Patterns and Practice for equity 

• Pause, Prompt, Praise 

• Using the Literacy progressions 

• TKI – How to help at home 

All Year All Teachers – Years 

3-6 

English Team 

SENCO 

 

8.  Know thy Learner 
• Develop strong relationships with own students 

• Ensure material is culturally relevant, and links to students interests 

• Gather student voice – what do they like to do/read about/views 

• Learner agency 

• Use data information to inform practice- teaching to the gaps – e-asTTle, running 

records, probe 

• Regular check-in with target students 

• Culturally Responsive practices – extending te reo and tikanga using Te Tataiko and 

Tapasa 

All Year All Teachers – Years 

3-6 
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Target 2 Writing 
To increase the number of Year 8 Boys (52.2%) who are writing at or above the expected level to 75% by the end 
of the year with a particular lens on the priority students - Year 8 Maori Boys (37.5%)   
 

i) Learner Dispositions 

• Self Regulator 

• Thinker 

• Innovator 

• Collaborator 

• Challenge Taker 
 

ii) Strategic Objectives 

• Accelerate the rate of progress of Year 8 Maori and NZ European Boys identified as underachieving 

• Accelerate the progress of Maori as school priority students 

• Professional Learning in writing for Year 8 teachers will be accessed separately from the main professional learning within the school. There is cross over 

benefits from professional learning in reading. Professional learning in Digital Technology and the Feedback strand of Visible Learning. 

• Monitor student progress and achievement of school target students in writing 

• Report to the Board of Trustees on the progress of these students 

• These students will form either the teacher inquiry or goal, for the annual appraisal of teachers with target students in their class 
 

iii) Analysis of Baseline Data indicates that: 

• The proportion boys in Year 7 at the end of 2018 as being below the expected level in writing is 47.8% (11 students out of 23) 

• The proportion of Maori boys in Year 7 at the end of 2018 as being below the National Standard in writing is 62.5% (5 students out of 8) 
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Writing Year 8 

(Year 7 2018) 

Below At Above Total 

No % No % No % No 

All students 

Male 11 47.8 8 34.8 4 17.4 23 

Female 4 9.3 24 55.8 15 34.0 43 

Total 15 22.7 32 48.5 19 28.8 66 

Maori 

Male 5 62.5 3 37.5 0 0 8 

Female 1 6.7 0 60.0 5 33.3 15 

Total 6 26.1 12 52.2 5 21.7 23 

 
Planned Actions for TARGET 2 WRITING 2019 

Year 8 Maori Boys and NZ European Boys (Rms 1, 2 and SH8) 

Timing Responsibility Resourcing 

1.  Professional Learning 
• Visible Learning – Feedback (Full staff, team PLD and domain) 

• Culturally Responsive Pedagogy 

• Outside professional learning 

• Digital technology 

• New Strategies gained from opportunities to see other learning programmes – in and 

out of the school 

• Developing and extending Leadership capability 

• Use of experts within the school (observations) 

All Year Jane, Marcus, Dylan 

Sean  

Feedback budgeted – Team 

released for full day. 

Digital tech – Budgeted 

Additional funding set aside 

in the professional learning 

budget for other items such 

as teacher release to attend 

courses. Marcus and Dylan to 

attend Future Schools 

Conference (Leadership) in 

Melbourne – March  

2.  Student Voice 

•  Why don’t they enjoy writing? 

• What do they find difficult about writing? 

• Why is only a little written? 

All Year Jane, Marcus, Dylan 

 

Not required 

https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=1342x1339x1990x1356x1357x1363x1381x1378x1382x2218x1398x1760x2166x1595x1935x1623x1965x1451x1440x1431x1439x1453x1425x1441x1428x1476x1474x1688x2037x1919x1647x1500&sid=8457&title=Writing&title=Writing&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2017
https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=2011x2192x2204x1341x1352x1340x1526x2107x1351x1629x1498x2193x1509x2141x1401x1399x1410x1544x2023x1794x2020x1432x1446x1443x1434x2088x1633x1473x1478x1598x1488x1494x1492x1904x1505x1504x1703&sid=8457&title=Writing&title=Writing&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2017
https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=2011x2192x1342x2204x1341x1352x1340x1526x1339x2107x1351x1990x1629x1356x1357x1498x1363x2193x1509x1381x1378x1382x2141x2218x1398x1401x1399x1760x2166x1410x1544x1595x1935x1623x2023x1794x2020x1965x1451x1432x1440x1446x1431x1439x1443x1453x1434x2088x1425x1441x1428x1633x1473x1476x1478x1474x1598x1688x1488x1494x2037x1492x1904x1919x1647x1500x1505x1504x1703&sid=8457&title=Writing&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2017
https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=2218x1398x1623x1440x1431x1425x1474x2037x1919&sid=8457&title=Writing&title=Writing&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2017
https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=2204x1526x2107x1498x1432x1446x2088x1473x1598x1488x1703&sid=8457&title=Writing&title=Writing&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2017
https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=2204x1526x2107x1498x2218x1398x1623x1432x1440x1446x1431x2088x1425x1473x1474x1598x1488x2037x1919x1703&sid=8457&title=Writing&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2017
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• What topics interest them? 

3.  Engagement 
• Focus on attendance 

• Relate material and tasks to interests 

• Praise and encouragement – Show that you care  

• Joseph Dreishon – Grenade Moments, Hooking Boys Into Writing 

• Hook learning experiences – stories with a twist, crime scene, Shackleton Adventures 

• A classroom environment which is safe and secure and risk friendly 

• Positive Role models – Men showing what good writing looks like 

• The Learner Dispositions and Learning Climb is woven into all aspect of class 

• Opportunities for ‘Quick Write’ (Gail Loane) 

All Year Jane, Marcus, Dylan 

Sean - Attendance 

To be confirmed what is 

required 

4.  Digital Technology 

• Effective and appropriate use of devices to support pedagogical practices e.g. digital 

modelling books, collaborative spaces, sharing learning with others, feedback 

• Careful selection of writing apps. Such as Night Zookeeper and pobble  

• Sharing of Learning Intention and Success criteria. The ability to go back and review 

• Audio Visual prompts for writing 

All year Jane, Marcus, Dylan 

Nikkie 

Equity – Board funded 

devices issued to target 

students without devices. 

Replacement of equipment 

as required – in capital 

expenditure (replace broken 

TV – Rm 3) 

5.  Linking 3 Classes Together 

• The sense of – ‘We all think this is important’ 

• Shared writing and oral discussion 

• 1 key explicit writing focus 

• Begin with non-fiction genres of writing – procedural, explanation, recount 

• Start with a personal response to new topics/content 

• Build oral language – talk about their experiences and what they enjoy 

• Enrich their vocabulary 

All year Jane, Marcus, Dylan 

 

To be confirmed what is 

required 
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6. Teacher Aide Assistance 
• Working with students below expected 

• Teachers to share planning – LIs and SCs, with TAs 

• Allow teacher to spend more time with target students 

All Year Jane, Marcus, Dylan 

Brenda - Relievers 

Teacher Aide Budget – 

Provision for supporting 

teacher to meet targets 

 
Target 3 Maths 
To increase the number of all Year 7 Boys (68.4%) with a lens on Maori Boys (37.5%) and Pasifika Boys (40.0%) 

who are at or above the expected level in Mathematics to 75% by the end of the year. 
 

i) Learner Dispositions 

• Self Regulator 

• Thinker 

• Innovator 

• Collaborator 

• Challenge Taker 

• Collaborator 

 

ii) Strategic Objectives 

• Accelerate the rate of progress of Year 7 boys identified above as underachieving 

• Accelerate the progress of Maori and Pasifika as a school priority students 

• Professional Learning specifically in maths for Year 7 teachers will be accessed separately from the main professional learning within the school. Professional 

learning in Digital Technology and the Feedback strand of Visible Learning. 

• Monitor student progress and achievement of school target students in maths 

• Report to the Board of Trustees on the progress of these students 

• These students will form either the teacher inquiry or goal, within the context of the PL Domains, for the annual appraisal of teachers with target students in 

their class 
 

iii) Analysis of Baseline Data indicates that: 

• The proportion of boys in Year 7 at the end of 2017 as being below the in maths is 31.6% (12 students out of 38) 
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• The proportion of Maori boys in Year 7 at the end of 2018 as being below the expected level in maths is 62.5% (5 students out of 8) 

• The proportion of Pasifika boys in Year 7 at the end of 2018 as being below the expected level in maths is 60.0% (3 students out of 5) 

 

Mathematics Year 7 

(Year 6 2018) 

Below At Above Total 

No % No % No % No 

All students 

Male 12 31.6 15 39.5 11 28.6 38 

Female 7 18.9 22 59.5 8 21.6 37 

Total 19 25.3 37 49.3 19 25.3 75 

Maori 

Male 5 62.5 3 37.5 0 0 8 

Female 2 22.2 7 77.8 0 0 9 

Total 7 41.2 10 58.8 0 0 17 

Pasifika 

Male 3 60.0 1 20.0 1 20.0 5 

Female 0 0 4 100 0 0 4 

Total 3 33.3 5 55.6 1 11.1 9 

NZ/European 

Male 1 5.9 9 52.9 7 41.2 17 

Female 4 22.2 9 50.0 5 27.8 18 

Total 5 14.3 18 51.4 12 34.3 35 

 

 

Planned Actions for TARGET 3 MATHS 2019 

Year 7 Boys with a lens on Maori Boys and Pasifika Boys (Rms 2, 3, SH7) 

Timing Responsibility Resourcing 

1.  Professional Learning 
• Visible Learning – Feedback (Full staff, team PLD and domain) 

• Culturally Responsive Pedagogy 

• Outside professional learning 

• Digital technology 

All Year Lisa, Marcus, Olivia  

Sean  

Feedback budgeted – Team 

released for full day. 

Digital tech – Budgeted 

Additional funding set aside 

in the professional learning 

https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=1342x1339x1990x1356x1357x1363x1381x1378x1382x2218x1398x1760x2166x1595x1935x1623x1965x1451x1440x1431x1439x1453x1425x1441x1428x1476x1474x1688x2037x1919x1647x1500&sid=8489&title=Mathematics&title=Mathematics&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2017
https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=2011x2192x1342x2204x1341x1352x1340x1526x1339x2107x1351x1990x1629x1356x1357x1498x2193x1363x1509x1381x1378x1382x2141x2218x1398x1401x1399x1760x2166x1410x1544x1595x1935x1623x2023x1794x2020x1965x1451x1432x1440x1446x1431x1439x1443x1453x1434x2088x1425x1441x1428x1633x1473x1476x1478x1474x1598x1688x1488x1494x2037x1492x1904x1919x1647x1500x1505x1504x1703&sid=8489&title=Mathematics&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2017
https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=1363x2166x1453x1647&sid=8489&title=Mathematics&title=Mathematics&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2017
https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=1352x1629x1794x2020&sid=8489&title=Mathematics&title=Mathematics&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2017
https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=1352x1629x1363x2166x1794x2020x1453x1647&sid=8489&title=Mathematics&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2017
https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=1342x1339x1990x1356x1357x1381x1378x1382x1760x1935x1451x1439x1441x1688&sid=8489&title=Mathematics&title=Mathematics&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2017
https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=2011x2192x1341x1340x1351x1509x1399x1410x1443x1434x1633x1478x1494x1492x1904x1505x1504&sid=8489&title=Mathematics&title=Mathematics&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2017
https://etap.co.nz/report/schoolwide/standalone/pupillist.php?pids=2011x2192x1342x1341x1340x1339x1351x1990x1356x1357x1509x1381x1378x1382x1399x1760x1410x1935x1451x1439x1443x1434x1441x1633x1478x1688x1494x1492x1904x1505x1504&sid=8489&title=Mathematics&tid=169&yl=&rt=&yr=2017
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• New Strategies gained from opportunities to see other learning programmes – in and 

out of the school 

• Developing and extending Leadership capability 

• Use of experts within the school (observations) 

budget for other items such 

as teacher release to attend 

courses. 

Marcus and Dylan to attend 

Future Schools Conference in 

Melbourne – March  

2.  Parent Partnerships 

•  Maths Evening – Strategy Learning, how they can help 

• Parents have an explicit understanding of children’s maths needs 

• Holistic viewpoint with whanau – focus group - Whanaungatanga 

1st half of 

the Year 

Lisa, Marcus, Olivia  

 

Small amount of funding 

required from hospitality 

3.  Improved Engagement 
• Focus on attendance 

• Relate material and tasks to interests 

• Real life links 

• Hands on activities 

• Independent games and activity boxes (explicitly taught) 

• A classroom environment which is safe and secure and risk friendly 

• The Learner Dispositions and Learning Climb is woven into all aspect of class 

• Mixed ability grouping in problem based maths 

All Year Lisa, Marcus, Olivia  

Sean - Attendance 

To be confirmed what is 

required 

4.  Digital Technology 

• Effective and appropriate use of devices to support pedagogical practices e.g. digital 

modelling books, collaborative spaces, sharing learning with others, feedback 

• Careful selection of mathematical apps. Khan academy 

• Sharing of Learning Intention and Success criteria. The ability to go back and review 

• Mathletics used 

All year Lisa, Marcus, Olivia  

Nikkie 

Equity – Board funded 

devices issued to target 

students without devices. 

Replacement of equipment 

as required – in capital 

expenditure (replace broken 

TV – Rm 3) 
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Mathletics (3rd year) 

5.  Mixed Ability Grouping 

• Think alouds 

• Number talks 

• Vocabulary Ddevelopment 

• Problem Solving with explicit instruction 

• Wait Time 

• Collaboration 

 

All year Lisa, Marcus, Olivia  

 

To be confirmed what is 

required 

6. Teacher Aide Assistance 
• Working with students below expected 

• Teachers to share planning – LIs and SCs, with TAs 

• Allow teacher to spend more time with target students  

All Year Lisa, Marcus, Olivia  

Brenda - Relievers 

Teacher Aide Budget – 

Provision for supporting 

teacher to meet targets 

 

 

OTHER 2019 KEY IMPROVEMENT STRATEGIES TO ACHIEVE STRATEGIC GOALS 

Self Review, Review of Charter and 
Consultation 

Short 
Report 

Self Review, Review of Charter and 
Consultation 

Short Report 

Consult with the Community  
 

Review NAG 1 and 6 
 

Annual Report of Finance 
 

Ensure the vision and mission still reflect changes in 
the school (requirements for 2020) 

 Complete Charter and transition to new format during 
the year to meet 2020 requirements  
 
Implement ERO requirements and implement 
recommendation, check off indicators 
 
Complete Analysis of Variance for Annual Report 
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Personnel 
Short 

Report 
Finance and Property Short Report 

Targets are linked to teacher appraisal. Teacher with 
school wide targets report to the Board once per 
term. 
 
Professional Development this year–  
Professional Learning carried out as a full staff in 
Terms 1 and 4. In Term 2 staff are divided into 4 
domains and PLD delivered within these domains 
based on teachers needs to meet improved student 
outcomes in target areas. 

• Reading Year 1-4 

• Reading Year 5-8 

• Visible Learning - Feedback 

• Digital Technology and e-Learning 
 

Planned Conferences for BOT Approval 

• Future Schools conference – Melbourne, 19 – 22 

March, 2 teachers. 

• E2 Microsoft – Paris, 1-5 April, 1 MIE (Teacher) 

• BETT – Malaysia, November, possibly 1 teacher 

• ULearn – Rotorua – October (2-3 teachers) 

Principal: 

• 21CL Global Education Leadership Summit – 

Bangkok, 26-31 March 

• PPA Conference – Waiuku, April 

• NZPF Conference – Auckland, 2-5 July 

 Check School is in a healthy financial state – checking 
monthly reports 
 
Manage roll numbers to increase to previous level (to 
ensure adequate funding and staffing) 
 
Implementation of the New 10YPP and 5YPP – Roof and 
Modernisation of IT/Library 
 
Capital Expenditure is carried out on a schedule 
 
Principal authorised to make payments within the 
budget 
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• APPA – August 14-16 

Boards of Trustees and school’s senior leaders 
maintain sound communications to ensure cohesive 
leadership continues 
 
All staff, parents and students support PTA and 
other activities around the school. 
 

Wellbeing/Health and Safety 
Short 

Report 
Student Engagement Short Report 

Follow Wellbeing plan (in this charter) 
 
UBRS plans current for all applicable students 
 
Monitor patterns, locations of accidents to students 
and staff, identifying, eliminating or minimizing 
hazards. 
 
Health Team to meet regularly 
 
New staff to be informed of policies around health 
and safety 

 Follow action plan for attendance. Monitor absence 
and tardiness. Analyse by ethnicity and age. 
 
Student voice will be used to develop strategies to 
improve attendance 
 
Initiatives to fall into one of five categories below. 
Report regularly throughout the year.  
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Student Engagement Improvement Plan – Student Attendance Target 

Target Indicators 
What will happen throughout the year to 
make this happen 

Evidence 
What evidence will occur throughout the 
year to show progress and achievement 

Outcomes 
What will this look like when achieved? 
What will be the impacts on learners? 

Target 94% average 

by the end of Term 

4 2019 

Focus on Year 4 

Focus on Maori and 

Pasifika attendance 

Focus on reducing the 

number of unjustified 

absences – especially 

for Maori and Pasifika 

Reduce the number of 

late students with a 

focus on Maori and 

Pasifika. 
 

Research resources on school attendance e.g. 
2016 Attendance in NZ Schools report. Education 
matters and Every day matters 
Identify patterns of attendance and design timely 
interventions to address these low attendance 
‘spikes’ 
  
Raise attendance issues at community 
consultation meetings. 
  
Identify the qualities of school culture of schools 
with low-absentee rates 
 
A Engage students and parents 
B Recognise good and improved attendance 
C Provide personalised early outreach 
D Monitor attendance data and practice 
E Develop pragmatic response to barriers 

Analysis of absenteeism by ethnicity and gender 
  
Prepare interventions for low attendance times 
(Term 1) 
Systems for following up unjustified attendances 
are robust. 
  
  
  
  
Evaluation of school culture: is wanting to be at 
school more powerful than wanting to be away?  
(Feedback from students) 

Student achievement data and behaviour data 
will be considered alongside attendance records. 
Evaluation of pro-attendance interventions will 
be carried out. 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Qualities of attendance promoting school 
culture will be explicit and documented. 

  

Term Average Half-days attended 

Term 2, 2018 91.4 

Term 3, 2018 91.2 

Term 4, 2018 90.9 
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Our vision for social and emotional wellbeing is that…  
we contribute to creating a safe and caring climate that deters bullying, in all its forms for staff and students and engage in an ongoing journey 
towards building inclusive practices for all learners 
 

Our main short-term goals are … 

Ensure that behaviour policies and expectation are clear and communicated - Term 4 2018 

Planning for Term 2019 incorporating social skills teaching (programme such as Cool Schools, Reaching Out) -Term 3 2018 

Plan for further professional learning around culturally responsive pedagogy – Term 4 2018 

Undertake UBRS training from MOE – Term 3 and 4 2018 

 

 

Our main longer-term goals are … 

Teachers will be confident that students have the skills to cope with different social situations. 

Teachers will be confident in their ability to teach social skills to students 

There is common talk around expectations around the whole school 

Parents gain skills to support their children at home in different social situations 

Wellbeing@School 

Action planning Opaheke School 
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Teachers will be happy in their work and have a positive attitude in themselves and in interaction with others around them.  
 

Our planning and reporting target is … 
 

The data sources and consultations we are using to help form and review this plan are … 
The Teacher Wellbeing Survey – Completed by 11 May 2018 
The Student Wellbeing Survey – Completed by 11 May 2018 
Self Review Survey – Completed by Sean, Denise, 2 teachers and a teacher aide. 
Biennial Health Survey – To be completed 27 June 
Panel Completing the Self Review – Sean Valvoi (Principal), Denise Horley (Deputy Principal), Georgina Howell (Year 3/4 
Teacher and SENCO), Olivia Willett (Year 7 Teacher and Sports Co-ordinator), Lisa Ross (Teacher Aide). Although not discussed 
with them yet but this group could form the Staff Wellbeing Team. 
Outcomes surveys in 2019 
The Teacher Wellbeing Survey – Completed by Term 3 2019 
The Student Wellbeing Survey – Completed by Term 3 2019 
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W@S Aspect and Sub-aspect planning 

Complete highlighted 
green 

Gathering data and assessing 
needs (Step 2) 

Next step planning  
(Step 3) 

Taking action  
(Step 4) 

Reviewing and improving  
(Step 5) 

W@S Aspect 
and Sub-aspect 

What does W@S data and 
other school evidence say 
about current practice? 

What does our data suggest 
are next step goals for this 
aspect?  
(Goals should be specific, 

measurable, attainable, 
realistic and timely: 
SMART) 

What activities, programmes, or 
strategies are we going to use to 
action these goals?  (USE the 
W@S modules as a resource) 

• Who is leading the activities and 
who else is involved? 

• Are resources allocated? 

• What is the timeframe? 

• What criteria or data will we use to 
show us we have met our goals?  

• When will we assess this?  

 

Safe and caring school 
Caring and 
collaborative school  

Teacher Review completed on 

11 May 

Teachers: Overall staff see 

students as caring and that 

they respect and care about 

students. 

The self-review tool confirms 

all aspects of the teacher 

review detailed in this 

column. 

 

    

Safe school and 
policies 

Teachers: Overall students 

know the expectations about 

behaviour and policies and 

procedures that promote 

cybersafety. 

6 teachers felt that 

behaviour policies or 

procedures were not 

consistently applied to all 

students. 

Ensure that behaviour policies 

and procedures are clear and 

easy to follow for staff. Review 

these for clarity 

On Leaders Development Day 2018 

and Teacher Only day 2019 go 

through each of the policies on 

behaviour and the behaviour plan  

to ensure everyone has a common 

understanding. 

 

Incorporate this into the induction 

programme for new staff and PRTs 

Vikki Bardot MOE UBRS 

Training – Term 4 2018 

Leaders (Team Leaders and 

SLT) BOT Review Committee 
No extra resource required 
To the beginning of the 2019 

School year  

Action plan for UBRS in place 

Restraint forms completed when restraint 

is necessary  

Record of serious incidents and consistency 

in how these are applied 

Social support for  
students 

Teachers: Overall teachers 

felt we support new students 

well and have systems for 

referring students with 

behaviour concerns. 

Students need to be taught 

strategies to support each other. 

Conflict resolution.  

Promoting buddy or friendship 

networks for students or safe 

places for students to withdraw 

TiC Peer Mediaton  

SLT  

Peer mediators trained,  

Staff trained in Peer Mediator 

system  

Social skills programme planned into 

curriculum overview – Kia Kaha 

Reduced number of incidents recorded in 

peer mediator file 

Reduced number of detentions for conflict 
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Teachers felt that students 

were not taught how to 

support each other, a 

programme to address 

conflict and solutions. 

Students should be involved 

in promoting healthy 

behaviour to the rest of the 

school. 

 to. 

Ensuring duty staff have a 

visible presence and use 

consistent approaches (Active 

Supervision Handbook, 

CBER [pdf]) to addressing 

incidents and celebrating 

prosocial (caring, helping) 

behaviours 

Peer mediation techniques 

used in classes to resolve 

conflicts  

Cool Schools manual 

PB4L Resources: Restorative 

Practice Kete 

Supporting Engagement, 

Participation & learning  

 

Units to be included in 

curriculum such as Kia Kaha 

behaviour  

Respect for culture Teachers: The school needs 

staff to learn effective ways 

to work with students from 

different cultural groups. 

Further work with culturally 

responsive pedagogy 

Encourage more of our newer staff 

to take up this option for PLD next 

year. 

CRP Leader  

Supported by all leaders 

Use data collected via CRP PLC for impact 

and engagement  

Student leadership Teachers: Overall felt that 

there were many 

opportunities for student 

leadership. 

Some felt it was just the well 

known students who lead. We 

don’t have a student 

wellbeing team. 

There are some groups who may 

be under represented in 

leadership opportunity areas and 

this should be addressed. 

Explore ways that these students 

can be included more. 

All staff  

TIC School Councillors 

TIC Peer mediators 

Student voice Term 3 from existing leaders 

and our aspiring leaders  

Data gathering of ethnicities represented in 

leadership roles.  

 

 

Teaching and learning 
Caring teaching Teachers: All felt they cared 

about students as 
individuals, having high 
expectations, Giving 
formative feedback and 
giving praise for pro-social 
behaviour.  
 

    

Caring learning Teachers: Setting learning 

experiences which involve the 

students in citizenship 

activities. 

Students are taught to 

recognise the types of 

There is a clear need for social 

skills programmes ie more than 

simply what is provided by the 

life education caravan 

Identify a programme such as 

Skills for Adolescence or Skills for 

Growing which can be rolled out to 

the whole school.  

What are the current versions of 

these programmes? 

Purchase of Resources for 

classrooms 

Investigate further  

KiVa Programme –  

Kia kaha 

PB4L 

Own creation of a survey just focussing on 

the impact these programmes have had. 

 

http://www.cber.uconn.edu/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/Active-Supervision-Handout.pdf
http://www.cber.uconn.edu/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/Active-Supervision-Handout.pdf
http://www.cber.uconn.edu/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/Active-Supervision-Handout.pdf
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bullying and practice 

strategies when confronted 

by different situations or 

intervene. 

What is currently being used? 

Trial this with one or two classes in 

2019. 

PB4L – Restorative Practice 

Digital citizenship – how can we 

protect ourselves outside of school 

in the online community... 

Police programmes  

 

Teachers to deliver 

Effective professional 
learning 

Teachers: There is a need to 

provide professional learning 

– teachers observing 

colleagues, explore 

assumptions about student 

behaviour, manage student 

behaviour in a non-

confrontational way, 

recognise types of bullying 

and promote strategies and 

activities that build students’ 

ability to relate well with 

others or address their social 

concerns. 

Teachers are capable themselves 

in restorative practice and can 

teach these skills to the students 

(See Cool Schools Training) 

All staff participate in the 

‘Understanding Behaviour 

Responding Safely (UBRS) 

workshops we are booked in to 

to do. 

PLD: UBRS Term 4 2018  

 

 

Action plan for UBRS in place 

Restraint forms completed when restraint 

is necessary  

Record of serious incidents and consistency 

in how these are applied 

 

 

Community partnerships 
Home-school 
partnerships 

Teachers: Overall teachers 

felt that staff and parents 

respect each other and staff 

contact parents when there 

are concerns about student 

behaviour. 

Need to consult with parents 

about students’ safety and 

wellbeing. We don’t run 

sessions for parents about 

ways they can support 

students to relate well to 

others (conflict resolution, 

restorative conversations). 

There is a clear need for parents 

to be equipped with the skills to 

teach their children how to 

relate well with other students in 

a safe and appropriate way. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Consult with parents about health 

and wellbeing 

The ‘Attitude’ programme funded 

by the PTA does parent talks on 

how to respond to ‘Teens and 

tweens’.  Term 3 2018  

Do a big drive this year to 

encourage as many parents as 

possible across the whole school to 

attend this. 

 

Other possible parent sessions:  

• related to anti bullying 

programme  

• Peer mediation  

 

The biennial Health survey to 

include aspect about wellbeing. 

School Counsellor to advise on 

possible community resources 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Parent attendance  

Parent voice feedback from these sessions 
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Parent session for peer mediation- 

what we do, how we do it, rationale 

behind it.  

TiC Peer Mediation or Cool 

Schools external facilitator 

 

 

 

 

 

Strategies that students are taught are 

also used by them in the home. - Student 

voice 

School-community 
connections 

Teachers: The school needs 

to be more connected to 

school community events 

Be involved in more aspects of 

community life. 

Further connection with the Marae, 

local businesses and community 

groups. Be represented at more 

community events. 

Funding to attend Marae. 
Teacher in charge of CRP 

Travelwise team connecting 

with the community 

 

 

 

The school will have more of a presence at 

community events and activities - in and 

outside of school time. 

• Building shared LEADERSHIP and a sense of OWNERSHIP: Are all stakeholders involved in the process (school leaders, staff, students, parents and whānau, and professional partners)? Are different 

people given opportunities to lead?  Are key school leaders involved? 

• RESOURCES: Are adequate resources allocated and professional learning opportunities planned for all (staff, students, parents and whānau)? 

• SUSTAINABILITY: If key people left, are there other team members involved in each action? 
Are the goals and planned actions realistic and do-able in the timeframes suggested? 
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT AND CONSULTATION 2019 
  Date Completed Notes 

TERM 1 Family Fun Evening 13 February   

 Curriculum Evenings  March   

 Maori Hui 12 March   

 3 -Way Conferences 28 March   

 Inquiry Meeting 9 April   

     

TERM 2 Parent Open Afternoon May   

 Maori Hui 12 June   

 Asian Community Engagement 26 June   

 3 -Way Conferences 27 June   

 Student Led Conferences 3 July   

     

TERM 3 School Wide Post-Election Community 
Consultation 

   

 Maori School Hui 4 September   

 3-Way Conferences 19 September   

 Pasifika Fono 25 September   

     

TERM 4 My Mobile Learning Parent Evening 23 October   

 Parent Open Afternoon 19 November   

 3-Way Conferences 28 November   

     

     

 


